
Year 11 into 12 Holiday Project

A Visual iPod - Fine Art

We would like you to create a visual diary; a scrapbook of ideas, drawings, images,
thoughts, photographs, musings, anything that strikes you as interesting. The point is that
you demonstrate to us that you are aware of your surroundings, and that you are interested
in the aesthetics of your world.

Most artists keep visual diaries filled primarily with drawings but some artists fill theirs with
ideas; images torn out of magazines; photographs; material swatches; collaged images;
anything that interests them.

The sketch book you use for this can be any size you want - A5 is best if you can find one.
You could use any space you have left in your GCSE A3 sketchbook, or you could make a
smaller one from the empty pages. Your visual iPod doesn’t have to be in a book; you could
collect all the ‘stuff’ together and present it in a different way, perhaps like a notice board.

You can choose a theme, or have a seemingly random collection of ideas and images, just
as a music iPod might have. You might start with one idea which develops into many
different ones. We would like to see drawings forming part of the visual iPod, and it is
important that you practice throughout the summer - you don’t want to come back all rusty in
September!

This visual iPod will be a resource for you to use throughout the next year. You will be
expected to add to it, to continue to think of ideas outside the school-set projects. In this way
your art practice will grow, your ideas will develop and you will ultimately become a better
artist. We want you to move on from GCSE; stop thinking about assessment objectives and
‘become’ an artist. You won’t be judged or assessed on what you have done; nothing you do
will be wrong.

If you are unsure about what to do, have a look online and see if you can find some
inspiration there. Try to find images from well known artists' sketchbooks. Try looking at this
site http://www.hockney.com/works/sketchbooks These are sketchbooks that David
Hockney has created over the years. Lots of ideas!

http://www.hockney.com/works/sketchbooks/

